The problems of analysis and modeling of requirements while development of e-learning systems with feedback are considered. Subject area of requirements development is determined, choice of CASE-tools for creating models from generated subject area is explained. Visual models of functional requirements and user requirements in the form of diagrams showing the development of behavior and the logical structure of the system are developed. Simulation models explain the events and the corresponding response of the system and can represent its processes of interaction on more higher level of abstraction and allow to reveal incorrect, inconsistent, missing or redundant requirements. Consequence diagram, diagram of cooperation and state transition diagram are considered as analytical support of requirements development for intelligent e-learning systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Information and computer technologies are an integrate part of the present society, especially in the sphere of education including higher education of Ukraine which is under the influence of Bologna Process now. Learning process in a modern university requires using of e-learning tools as a part of independent work of undergraduate and Master students. Creation of intelligent computer systems allowing to master skills and competencies without teacher’s involvement is a mainstream of e-learning development and enhancement [1].

E-learning system must perform not only function related to providing the theoretical material, but also controls function of learning, testing, solving tasks and students estimation with searching of «blind» spots in their answers and providing recommendations for returning to the part of theoretical material, which has caused difficulties, or for additional training in testing part. In addition, the recommendations should contain information about errors appearing, ways of their eliminating and about the level of knowledge. So, the distinctive feature of intelligent e-learning is a presence of electronic feedback to students that can improve mastering of material studied. Electronic feedback is maintained by special interactive modules which are responsible for estimation of student answers and diagnosis of place and type of errors made (often poorly formalized) [2, 3].

The analysis of existing e-learning computer systems shows that they are mostly presented as testing and information systems without any kind of learning process feedback, so they can not be consider as the intelligent ones. One of the great disadvantage of such systems is that they can not be used throughout the whole cycle of learning process and limited by certain set of primitive functions (such as e-books, educational databases, etc.). Thus, the practical importance and actuality of given problem is proved by necessity of elaboration computer systems with electronic feedback that would make learning process more effective and convenient for self-development of persons trained [4].

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem of intelligent computer systems elaboration is considered as a creation of complex computer projects and associated closely with the development of requirements for their structure, functions and software content. Requirements describe behavior of the system, the properties of the system, its classes and attributes and restrict the process of a computer system developing [5].

Analysis and modeling of requirement demand special formalized approaches which could consider interests of all persons involved in e-learning process: students with different psycho-types, levels of basic knowledge, speed of processing and perception of information and teachers with theirs experience «how to do», «how to teach», «how to estimate» and «how to determine a genuine reason of a mistake made». Moreover other external facts such as norms of curriculums, learning catalogues, etc. should be taken into account also.

Investigation of given poor formalized subject area proves that elaboration of complex computer system is impossible without analytical support of requirements development. Analytical support of process of requirements development for intelligent e-learning system must contain formalized view of its functions, states and transitions, logical aspects of actions sequence and collaboration between its elements in the form of adequate visual models of functional and user requirements.

PROBLEM SOLVING

User requirements describe goals and tasks which e-learning system allows to solve and indicate what a person trained can do with the system. The ways of presenting this kind of requirements are options of scenarios usage and approach «event-response» [5]. Functional requirements determine software functionality that developers need to build and users would be able to perform. To cover all requirements it is necessary to develop models which display them on a certain level of abstraction and allow to reveal
incorrect, inconsistent, missing or redundant requirements. Data flow diagrams, state transition diagrams, sequence and collaborations diagrams are referred to such conceptual representation of given intelligent computer system. Each model describes a specific aspect of the system, uses a set of diagrams or formal descriptions and documents of specified format and also reflects the point of view and is the subject of a variety of people with specific interests, roles or tasks. These models provide a useful tool for analyzing problems, software design and exchange of information between modules developed. Simulation enhances the functional and users requirements coverage and handling and improves the quality of the system [6].

The most effective way of visual models creating is using the special standard language of object-oriented modeling – Unified Modeling Language (UML) [7]. At the level of abstractions diffraction, which is suitable for the analysis of requirements, UML-notation is used for all types of intelligent e-learning system diagrams. Analysis modeling techniques are under supports of a variety of business automation tools and software design known as computer-aided software engineering (CASE) [8]. This choice is due to the next advantages over conventional means of drawing: 1) they easily allow to improve the quality of the diagrams in repeated requirements (since, one can not create an excellent model with the first time and there are some external and internal changes during simulation process, thus, iteration can be a key to success in simulation of systems); 2) CASE-tools support the rules for each modeling method and can identify syntax errors, inconsistencies and detect semantic errors in the chart that is not always possible to do manually.

On fig. 1 and fig. 2 sequence diagram and diagram of collaboration which show transactions between separate modules of intelligent e-learning system are presented. They reflect how systems modules exchange data in dynamics and shows interactions of classes and messages exchanged for better understanding user requirements. Part of state transition diagram (acceptance of person’s answer and comparing with the right one) is presented on fig. 3 and forms complete and clear understanding of the mechanism of a final number of states.

State transition diagram contains three types of elements: initial, final states and state transitions. The diagram shows the state transition as not a part of processes performed by the system, but the only possible state changes, resulting from these processes. Transition diagram helps to understand the intended behavior of system and checking whether all the necessary states and state transitions are described correctly and fully in the functional requirements.

CONCLUSION

Simulation models of user and functional requirements were elaborated on the basis of CASE-tools and provide an analytical support explaining the events and the corresponding responses of the system. It represents process of modules interaction on more higher level of
Fig. 2. Intelligent e-learning system sequence diagram

Fig. 3. Part of intelligent e-learning system state transition diagram
understanding than the one that gives the text specification requirements. However, they could not replace the specification requirements on natural language at all because each simulation received has its advantages and its limitations. Visual modeling of intelligent e-learning system is a way of problems perception with visible abstractions, concepts and reproducing of real-world objects. Modeling is carried out through UML-language which includes specified graphical elements of the model and notations. Presented models are various diagrams associated with each other and with their common data definitions in the data dictionary that allows to maintain the model in a consistent state and in accordance with the functional and users requirements for software content.
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